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1.  MEDIA CAPTURE EVENT 
 
This activity is only mandatory for those who were not at the North West Stages and this is their first round 
of the 2024 British Rally Championship 
 
Location: Rally HQ, Neuadd Henllan, LD2 3TA 
 
Friday 12th @ 15:00 – 16:00 
 
Drivers and co-drivers will be required to attend this session where pictures will be taken for use across 
championship assets and the ITV production. All crews, from all classes, including the BRC classes, 
National Rally Title and Open Title, must be in their race suits and boots -helmets are not required. 
 
Your cooperation in following the instructions from the BRC Photographer and Media Manager will make 
this process pass as quickly as possible. 
 
Competitors are reminded of 26.3.1 and 26.3.2 of the championship sporting regulations. Failure to attend 
this activity could result in a penalty. 
 
2. ON BOARD CAMERAS 
 
Crews are reminded of 24.1 of the championship sporting regulations. If an onboard camera is fitted to 
your car by the ITV team, this camera must have priority for your driver and co-driver intercom. Please 
work the ITV/Hayfisher team in applying these cameras to primary locations within the car.  
 
Any onboard footage captured from your own cameras is permitted to be shared at your own leisure 
provided a dashboard sticker is applied and the British Rally Championship is tagged in any media online 
- @BRCrally. This footage must also be made available to the championship upon request as per 26.3.5. 
 
3. FUEL SAMPLING 
 
The refuel team along with the BRC Technical team will be present taking fuel samples at the Rallynuts 
Severn Valley Stages. Please ensure crews have their sampling hoses present.  
 


